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1) This is a special #Qanon update.
Q has not posted today, but President #Trump tweeted something relevant to past
Q posts.
Let's make some connections regarding the #TarmacMeeting between Loretta
Lynch and Bill Clinton

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1E7DlUQAAkWiR.jpg

2) This morning, President #Trump Tweeted this, suggesting that Loretta Lynch may have struck a deal
with Bill Clinton during their Phoenix #TarmacMeeting for a SCOTUS (or Attorney General) spot if
Lynch saw to it that Hillary wasn't prosecuted.
#Qanon
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Comey throws AG Lynch “under the bus!” Why can’t we all find
out what happened on the tarmac in the back of the plane with
Wild Bill and Lynch? Was she promised a Supreme Court seat,
or AG, in order to lay off Hillary. No golf and grandkids talk (give
us all a break)!
95.9K 12:08 PM - Apr 15, 2018
41K people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1FzbxVMAIY8be.jpg

3) #Qanon posted this on 4chan on October 31st, 2017.
(Q was on 4chan before he moved to 8chan)
Study it.
Memorize it.
It outlines much of Q's mission.
#TarmacMeeting
Link: https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147433975/#147433975

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1G_5BUwAE-cMu.jpg

4) This rhetorical question suggests that President #Trump makes audacious (but provable) statements
because he has access to information that we don't.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1Inn1UQAASwu2.jpg

5) When President #Trump suggested that Obama "tapped" his wires, the MSM went berserk. But we
now know Obama had Trump's entire campaign under surveillance.
How did he know?
The NSA sees all.
POTUS has access to their intel.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1PlOmVwAAGdfu.jpg

6) That was the point of these questions that #Qanon asked in November.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1SJzPUwAInnQd.jpg

7) When Admiral Rogers met with #Trump's team after the election, the meeting was about more than
the fact that Obama had them under surveillance.
Rogers likey spilled the dirt on the curruption in DC.
Including what he knew about the #TarmacMeeting
Did NSA Director Admiral Mike Rogers Warn Trump About Eavesdropping?
Sometimes the utilization of Timelines means you have to look at the new information with a keen
awareness of specific events. In hindsight, NSA Director
http://usdefensewatch.com/2017/03/did-nsa-director-admiral-mike-rogers-warn-trump-about-eavesdropping/

http://usdefensewatch.com/2017/03/did-nsa-director-admiral-mike-rogers-warn-trump-abouteavesdropping/
8) Today's tweet by the President asked what happened during the #TarmacMeeting between Loretta
Lynch and Bill Clinton.
#Qanon asked the same question but suggested the NSA has a recording of it which Admiral Rogers
misscategoried to hide from bad actors
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147547939/#q147581302

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1YXqxVQAM0Qha.jpg

9) Why would President #Trump tweet about the #TarmacMeeting suggesting that a deal was made to
keep Hillary from being prosecuted?
Because he knows what was said.
And #Qanon said we need to keep public interest high regarding this issue.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1Z9clUQAAC7fG.jpg

10) If we keeep public interest high, we help SET THE STAGE for the #TarmacMeeting tape to be made
public.
(Some believe that the Hillary video involves pedophilia but I suspect there's a video that has to do with
the tarmac meeting.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1cFOzUMAEAImH.jpg

11) If you want more information on the Hillary video, you might check this out.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bf69bv2vR9Y
12) In the first week of April, #Qanon said April is the month to make things publicly known about the
#TarmacMeeting
Our part is to spread the word.
Q and the team need us to be their voice.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1doPYUMAIatcg.jpg

13) It's time to learn what happened during the #TarmacMeeting
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1fU8GV4AAHZm_.jpg

14) No one trolls the media like #Trump.
His recent tweetstorms are designed to draw media attention to Comey and Lynch.
As expected the MSM took the bait.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting
Trump attacks ex-FBI director Comey in early morning tweetstorm
President Donald Trump fired off a barrage of angry tweets early Sunday morning, directing much of his ire
at the the former head of the FBI, whom he called "the WORST FBI Director in history, by far…
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-attacks-ex-fbi-director-comey-early-morning-tweetstor…

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-attacks-ex-fbi-director-comey-early-morningtweetstorm-n866101

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1pQAZV4AAHBv5.jpg

15) This is the New York Times report from this morning about #Trump's tweets and the
#TarmacMeeting
#Qanon
Trump Blasts Comey in Barrage of Tweets, Calling Him ‘Slippery’
President Trump on Sunday delivered a series of scathing tweets ahead of the former F.B.I. director James
Comey’s appearance on ABC News.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/15/us/politics/trump-comey-tweets.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/15/us/politics/trump-comey-tweets.html

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1qIKDUwAEqOMA.jpg

16) Vox weighed in calling #Trump's suggestion about the #TarmacMeeting a "conspiracy."
#Qanon
Donald Trump is losing it on Twitter over James Comey
Trump is preemptively attacking former FBI Director James Comey ahead of his book release.
https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/15/17239688/james-comey-book-interview-donald-trump

https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/4/15/17239688/james-comey-book-interview-donaldtrump

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1ruzXVwAEF46f.jpg

17) CBS fell for it, hook, line, and sinker.
#TarmacMeeting #Qanon
Trump goes on Twitter rant against Comey ahead of explosive interview

The president unleashed a barrage of tweets against Comey on the day of a highly anticipated interview and
days before his book release
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-tweets-against-ex-fbi-director-james-comey-ahead-of-explosive-abc-in…

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-tweets-against-ex-fbi-director-james-comey-ahead-ofexplosive-abc-interview-2018-04-15/

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da1sjQxVMAAlQrH.jpg

18) Now we make a little noise until #Trump drops the evidence about the #TarmacMeeting
#Qanon

0:00 / 0:01

19) Continuing the thread:

#Qanon posted a screenshot referencing the #TarmacMeeting
He confirmed that #Trump's tweet was a signal to let us know it time to raise public interest.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da3_UOBVwAErD37.jpg

20) #Qanon wants us to compare old and new posts.
He clarified that at the #TarmacMeeting Loretta Lynch was promised (by Hillary) Ruth Bader Ginsburg's
spot on the Supreme Court when she retired not Antonin Scalia's.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4A_9bVQAIzohi.jpg

21) An anon confessed he had made a wrong assumption.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4B7uPUwAA9sgn.jpg

22) #Qanon saying the plan discussed at the #TarmacMeeting was to keep Lynch as Attorney General
and appoint a replacement for Scalia. Lynch would fill Ginsburg's spot when she stepped down.
(They never thought Hillary would lose)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4CTqQVQAAWOKT.jpg

23) After posting screenshots from Twitter users, #Qanon chided the anons.
I believe he's challenging them to step up their game.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4DDIHUMAApBV_.jpg

24) #Qanon said from this point forward, it will be important to compare Loretta Lynch/Supreme Court
Q drops with Trump tweets.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4DmuTV4AIjEWl.jpg

25) An Anon said he's making a side by side graphic.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4OsJSU0AEypKT.jpg

26) An anon asked about a typo.
#Qanon confirmed.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4E_17UQAAg9Le.jpg

27) Here's the graphic the anon came up with.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4EcWgUwAAoWN9.jpg

28) #Qanon responded.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4LnSeV4AAG4nK.jpg

29) #Qanon said in the future, we need to focus on the timing of Trump's tweets about the Supreme

Court promise and #Qanon drops.
(That tells us POTUS will prove that the promise was made.
(The #TarmacMeeting tape will be incoming.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4FXamUQAAmvIj.jpg

30) #Qanon posted a graphic with his drops from the past, a Trump tweet and Scalia's Wikipedia page as
examples of what we should be looking for.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4PbdmV4AAfnU9.jpg

31) An anon observed that POTUS seemed confident in his statements.
#Qanon responded.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4HHHtVMAEwtSN.jpg

32) #Qanon responded to his previous post, indicating that Scalia's murder and the plan involving
Justice Ginsburg was a CIA black op done on John Brennan's watch.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4NJTrUMAAzB2c.jpg

33) #Qanon added that they made sure to have a reporter at the scene to document what happened
during the #TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4PA4_UQAIZhR6.jpg

34) Here's how a local reporter got the scoop on the #TarmacMeeting
#Qanon
How a Local AZ Reporter Broke the Bombshell Clinton-Lynch Story
The meeting between Attorney General Loretta Lynch and former President Bill Clinton might not have been
known if not for a local reporter who received a tip about it.
http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/07/01/how-was-local-reporter-tipped-clinton-lynch-meeting

http://insider.foxnews.com/2016/07/01/how-was-local-reporter-tipped-clinton-lynch-meeting
35) #Qanon
#TarmacMeeting

#MAGA

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4NV1mU8AASTm2.jpg

36) #Qanon posted a link to a PDF that details testimony given during Ruth Bader Ginsburg's
confirmation hearing as Supreme Court Justice. The testimony outlines some of her radical feminist
views.
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4QN1gVAAEG6-B.jpg

37) Screenshots of some of the statements concerning Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Link to PDF:
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG/pdf/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG-2-4-3-12.pdf
#TarmacMeeting

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4RB2PUQAAvkfr.jpg

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4RB4UVAAAqLCc.jpg
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38) #Qanon posted this image.
The Where.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4HmFOVMAAl4JN.jpg

39) #Qanon posted this image.
The Why.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4Ht-dU8AEqdON.jpg

40) "The why" photo is of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
(I believe we'll hear more about the exchange and why it's relevant in future drops.)

#Qanon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shenzhen_Stock_Exchange

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4IG7kVAAExSMq.jpg

41) Here's the most current news report I was able to find on the Shenzhen stock exchange.
#Qanon
http://www.mondovisione.com/media-and-resources/news/the-shenzhen-stock-exchange-acceleratesthe-implementation-of-financial-opening/
42) #Qanon posted this.
Whats' public is that the 5 eyes aided in compiling the Steele Dossier and getting a FISA warrant.
What's not public is how Obama used them to insert Manafort & Page into the Trump campaign and set
up team members with Russian operatives.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4SRl-VQAAIniJ.jpg

43) The handy thing about the Five Eyes is that a member nation can spy on their own citizens (avoiding
privacy laws) and have plausible deniability by saying it was another nation who obtained the
information.
#Qanon #TarmacMeeting
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_Eyes

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4Tte4VMAEeerM.jpg

44) An example of the meetings that could have been set up by the Five Eyes:
The meeting between Donld Trump Jr. and Russian lawyer Natalia Veselnitskaya.
Traps to make Trump's team look compromised.
#Qanon
Donald Trump Jr. told Russian lawyer "if we come to power," an anti-Russian law would be r…
The Russian lawyer who met with Donald Trump Jr. said the president's son offered a change in U.S. law "if
we come to power," but promptly lost interest when she did not mention Hillary Clinton.
http://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-jr-told-russian-lawyer-if-we-come-power-anti-russia-law-702516

http://www.newsweek.com/donald-trump-jr-told-russian-lawyer-if-we-come-power-anti-russia-law702516
45) Speaking of the younger Trumps, did you catch Eric Trump's tweet today?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4YIx1VQAE5Twi.jpg

46) Coincidence?
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4YOwuVwAAZOqG.jpg

47) #Qanon said there were 4 Unique IDs [UIDs] on his board tonight that are CIA operatives
Are they Armenian?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4ZDGAU0AAdnfd.jpg

48) Why are so many Armenians searching the term #Qanon?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4ZqlsUMAAXKnd.jpg

49) The Qanon (pronounced “kah-nohn” in Armenian) is a stringed instrument played throughout the
Middle East and the Mediterranean, including Armenia, Turkey, Greece and Egypt.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da4aPgLVAAEe4bs.jpg

50) An anon noted that according to his data, #Qanon searches began trending in November of 2017.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7jN5CUQAAS-v-.jpg

51) #Qanon said it's a distraction.
He added that there is evidence that CIA operatives are on the board.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7jWe0U8AE4DG0.jpg

52) An anon noticed the President's tweet this morning about China manipulating its currency and
thought it may be connected to #Qanon's post about the "Where" and "why" pictures from last night.
(The "why" image was of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.)
He asked if 5:5 = The 5 Eyes

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7jrSoU8AAjg9g.jpg

53) #Qanon confirmed that POTUS tweeted about China's manipulation of currency through its stock
exchange.
IF Q answered the question about 5:5 & the 5 eyes, the answer is 25/100%.
But 25/100% could be related to currency.
(I'm not sure which it is or what it means.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7k7FGVAAA_Gho.jpg

54) An anon asked #Qanon when the surveillance state would begin doing DNA testing via mobile
phones.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7m9HbU8AARuAY.jpg

55) #Qanon responded.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7nLBgVMAAzlAb.jpg

56) Quick info on 23andMe
Its founder is Anne Wojcicki.
Anne happens to be married to Sergei Brin, the founder of Google.
(#Qanon has discussed Sergei Brin previously.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7oYoUU8AArrkI.jpg

57) According to Scientific American, 23andMe is "a mechanism meant to be a front end for a massive
information-gathering operation against an unwitting public."
Why is it relevant?
#Qanon has sugested that the surveillance state is coming to an end.
23andMe Is Terrifying, but Not for the Reasons the FDA Thinks
Scientific American is the essential guide to the most awe-inspiring advances in science and technology,
explaining how they change our understanding of the world and shape our lives.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/23andme-is-terrifying-but-not-for-the-reasons-the-fda-thinks/

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/23andme-is-terrifying-but-not-for-the-reasons-the-fdathinks/
58) #Qanon posted a link to the In-Q-Tel website portfolio page.
He's dropped crumbs about In-Q-Tel in the past but hasn't said much to give us context.
Link: iqt.org/portfolio/
(Many people have had difficulty getting the page to load, so be patient.)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7qkl6U8AUzxA6.jpg

59) Here's the In-Q-tel wikipedia page.
In-Q-Tel is the venture capital arm of the intelligence community. They fund startup technology that has
potential to be used by the CIA, NSA and other 3-letter agencies.
#Qanon
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In-Q-Tel

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7rbeOV4AAsNmX.jpg

60) Here's what 20 firms had to say about taking the CIA's money.
#Qanon
Here’s What 20+ In-Q-Tel Investments Said About Taking The CIA’s Money
Facebook Twitter LinkedIn If there were ever a film to be had in the oft-arcane, jargon-filled story of actual
VC investing, it would likely be about In-Q-Tel, the American intelligence community’s v…
https://news.crunchbase.com/news/heres-20-q-tel-investments-said-taking-cias-money/

https://news.crunchbase.com/news/heres-20-q-tel-investments-said-taking-cias-money/
61) If you're interested, this page shows In-Q-Tel's investments.
#Qanon
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/in-q-tel/investments/investments_list#section-investments

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7syltU8AE3NIa.jpg

62) An anon made this list of companies funded by In-Q-Tel.
#Qanon

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/Da7tfAiUwAEeOKy.jpg

63) My asumption is that #Qanon will tell us more about In-Q-Tel in future.
The purpose of today's drop is to prompt us to learn more about them.
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